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Introduction
No carbon required paper, commonly known as NCR 
paper is a relatively new innovation that enables us to 
make convenient and precise hand written copies of all 
of our documents. Whatever we write on the top page 
of the NCR form will magically appear on all of the 
bottom pages. 

NCR paper can be used as an official document for 
all businesses that perform “on-the-spot” sales or 
agreements. NCR forms are fully customisable and 
are often used for invoices, delivery forms, report 
forms, order forms, quotes, purchase orders, invoices, 
legal forms, employment applications, medical forms, 
insurance forms, proposals, sales receipts, requisition 
forms, and contracts.
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History of NCR Forms
NCR forms were invented in opposition to carbon 
copies but can be traced all the way back to the early 
1800’s. In 1806 a man who goes by the name Ralph 
Wedgewood invented the stylographic writer to 
assist blind individuals. Mr. Wedgewood placed an ink 
soaked paper between two blank sheets and the rest 
was history. On top of all the paper was a frame that 
contained horizontal wires that acted as a guide for 
blind people. 

Several years later a man who is infamously known as 
Pellegrino Turri created the first known form of carbon 
paper for his wife. Mrs. Turri who had gone blind due to 
illness, found herself repeatedly making a mess of quill 
and ink whenever she wrote her letters. The solution to 
this problem was carbon paper. Using a steel pen and 
carbon paper, the letters she posted were actually the 
carbon copies of the original print. This is where the 
term “CC” found in emails comes from.  The term “CC” is 
actually an abbreviation that stands for carbon copy. 

In the 1900’s when carbon paper became more 
prominent in the corporate world, certain demands 
started to arise. 
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Carbon paper was formulated by dry ink bonded with 
a certain type of wax. To properly make a copy, the user 
had to place a piece of carbon paper in between the 
original top and bottom sheets of paper. The pressure 
from the writing on the top piece of paper stamped ink 
on the bottom sheet thus creating a “carbon copy” of 
the original document. 

The paper industry began noticing an increased 
demand for a more precise and environmental friendly 
form of carbon paper. In the year 1953 the NCR 
Corporation invented the carbonless paper. As the first 
alternative to carbon paper, this new idea was in fact 
more precise, and took up about half the space when 
making a copy.
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How NCR Paper Works
Despite being an eco-friendly alternative, NCR paper 
requires less space and is much more precise than 
carbon paper.  NCR paper is cheap and very easy to use 
but one might ask, “How does it work?” 

NCR forms typically contain 2 parts; a top and bottom 
page or 3 parts; a top, middle, and bottom page.  Using 
micro-encapsulated dye and reactive clay, a distinct 
copy of print will appear on all sheets of paper. The 
bottom of the top page of the NCR form will contain 
the dye. and when pressure is applied to the top page, 
the micro-capsules filled with dye will break and spill 
onto the top of the second page. The dye that is spilled 
will react with the clay that is coated on top of the 
second page which will ultimately leave a permanent 
mark. This reaction will never bleed because the dye 
capsules are microscopic and therefore very precise. 

In the 1900’s when carbon paper became more 
prominent in the corporate world, certain demands 
started to arise. 
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NCR Business Forms
Regardless of the size or type of business, you can find 
NCR forms beneficial. Depending on what operations 
your business may perform on a daily basis, NCR forms 
can act as a formal document or as a receipt to any sale 
or transaction. The great thing about NCR forms is that 
they are fully customisable. Unlike carbon paper, you 
can print any template you wish right on the piece of 
paper. 

There are also several types of binding you can get 
to hold your NCR forms. The first and least expensive 
type of binding is edge glue binding. Where sets are 
either glued as duplicate sets or triplicate sets and left 
loose (loose sets). Or the sets are glued into pads with 
a tough board back. Either way the top page can be 
easily detached from the bottom page and stored for 
later use. 

The last type of binding to use for your NCR forms 
and that we are all familiar with is the NCR book.  The 
difference is that all the NCR paper is kept safe within a 
front and back cover. 
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Conclusion
NCR forms are used to keep records. Since most of 
these records are going to be stored, NCR forms need 
to include some way to be indexed so that they can be 
easily found. Incorporating sequential numbers or hole 
punches can help you organise your NCR forms. 
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